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Location: Hillingdon Circuit 

4th October from seven forty-five until nine fifteen 

Subject: Rob Barrett 

 

 

 

Weather conditions: 

Rho Crr LHR

8:00 AM 11 °C 11 °C 96% 1030 hPa NE 3.7 km/h /   

1.25229 0.005226 8:20 AM 12.0 °C 11.0 °C 94% 1030 hPa ENE 5.6 km/h / 1.5 m/s 

1.24750 0.005195 8:50 AM 13.0 °C 12.0 °C 94% 1030 hPa East 11.1 km/h / 3.1 m/s 

1.24316 0.005164 9:00 AM 14 °C 12 °C 84% 1030 hPa East 13.0 km/h /   

1.24316 0.005164 9:20 AM 14.0 °C 12.0 °C 88% 1030 hPa East 14.8 km/h / 4.1 m/s 

1.23884 0.005133 9:50 AM 15.0 °C 12.0 °C 82% 1030 hPa East 18.5 km/h / 5.1 m/s 

1.23576 10:00 AM 16 °C 12 °C 71% 1031 hPa East 18.5 km/h /   

10:20 AM 16.0 °C 12.0 °C 77% 1030 hPa East 22.2 km/h / 6.2 m/s  

Stable barometric pressure, a gradual temperature increase and a corresponding decrease in humidity, 

as the sun got higher in the sky. The wind started to pick up after nine o’clock but this was only really 

noticeable as a head wind on the short straight by the club house as the rest of the circuit is quite 

sheltered from an easterly wind. 
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Equipment: my usual P3 with Super 9 and 808 NSW, Nopinz skin suit, trip socks, short Velotoze over 

shoes, and AeroHead helmet, the same set-up I used for the H25/1 on October 2nd. The objective was to 

test the CdA of this set-up in my benchmark environment of Hillingdon Circuit. I also wanted to test this 

set up with the Bambino helmet. 

Testing today the Nopinz skin suit and trip socks produce the same CdA value as my HWCC RT skin suit 

with no trip socks, so maybe the HWCC RT skin suit is marginally "quicker". I'll have to test that directly 

against the Nopinz skin suit at some point.  

I've tested the AeroHead and the Bambino in A-B-A-B tests three times now. They test with the same 

CdA on me, but I haven't tried a trip on the AeroHead yet. The main advantage of the AeroHead is better 

frontal visibility when in my aero position, the minor disadvantage is that the fit isn't quite as snug and 

stable as the Bambino. 

 

 

These are my warm up laps. Trace looks very stable. 
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The first 11 laps with the AeroHead helmet above, and the second 11 laps below. The data is very 

consistent. The CdA of 0.1804 is consistent with previous results. 
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These 11 laps are with the Bambino. Note that the Rho and Crr are both slightly lower than for the test 

with the AeroHead as conditions had changed i.e warmed up a little, lowering the rolling resistance a 

little and reducing the air density. 

 

This trace is for my cool down laps riding on the pursuit bars. The combination of the down angle of the 

Ventus II and 40mm of risers means that my body angle doesn’t change very much. 


